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Welcome...
Welcome to the next installment of September Reel 
Talk. This month we will recap our presentation, further 
details on our comp coming up as well as reading 
from Brendan’s Fraser trip, HIBT from Albert and Fiji  
from Tony. 

As per usual, could not have done it without Red’s 
awesome creative skills. Thanks again for all your efforts 
for the club with comp flyers and Reel Talk. We are 
surrounded by brilliant sponsors at the moment, thanks 
to Barto and his hard efforts into bringing it all together.

If there is any content you wish to see in the next Reel 
Talk, please let me know and I’ll make it happen. We 
know things get a bit hectic on board with the action 
is happening, but with the season warming up already,  
it would be great to build our library of fishing action 
shots from club members. So try and keep that in mind!

Regards, 
Alanna Tuckwell 
Reel Talk Coordinator

COMMITTEE CONTACTS
 

PRESIDENT  –  Tony Cross 
tony@ctlawns.com.au 

 0421 380 380

VICE PRESIDENT  –  Brett Barton 
president@scgfc.com.au 
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CLUB CAPTAIN  –  Brent Higgins 
captain@scgfc.com.au 

0414 775 133

SECRETARY  –  Alanna Tuckwell 
alanna@vehiclemanagement.com.au 

0455 559 997

TREASURER  –  Craig McCulloch 
treasurer@scgfc.com.au 
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REEL TALK   –  Alanna Tuckwell 
secretary@scgfc.com.au 
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Sunshine Coast Game Fishing Club Inc.  
P.O. Box 998 Buddina Q 4575 
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SCGFC SPRING SHOOTOUT
30th Sept - 3rd of Oct 2016 

Grand Final Party on Sunday. 
Based @ Kawana Waters Hotel

GONE FISHING DAY / 
TACKLE DEMO DAY

Sunday, October 16 at 10am - 2pm  
@ Kawana Waters Hotel

NOVEMBER CLUB MEETING 
General meeting 25th October  

@ Kawana Waters Hotel

With offices from Cairns to Coffs Harbour, we offer local service with the highest quality 

workmanship available. We treat each customer’s home as if it were our own. We use our 

state of the art IT platform to manage our business and utilise our data reporting to ensure 

quick and effective end to end management of our jobs. We at are a young vibrant company 

continually striving for excellence through the provision of exceptional customer service 

and communication. Ben Campbell Building has been involved in many projects from new 

homes, renovations (single and double storeys), bathroom, kitchen, patio renovations and 

insurance repairs. Give us a call to discuss your next building project.

SPECIALISING IN

Insurance Repairs, New Homes, Renovations, Alterations, Additions. 
We cover Cairns to Coffs Harbour.

 

P: 1300 938 040
E: admin@bencampbellbuilding.com.au
W: www.bencampbellbuilding.com.au

Quality Workmanship Guaranteed

Ray White Mooloolaba 
proudly supports the 
Sunshine Coast Game 

Fishing Club
Brent Higgins  
0414 775 133
brent.higgins@raywhite.com

Sales & Property Management  
Property Appraisals & Valuation 
Rental Appraisals  |  Project Management



Club captainPresidents report
Welcome to the 2016/17 season of the greatest club in 
Australia. In the 12 or so years that I have been around 
the club, I don’t think I could have taken the reigns 
at a better time. Barto and the previous committees 
have done an outstanding job and as I thank them, 
I’d also like to welcome our new committee members 
on board as we look to keep the SCGFC on track to 
being the best game fishing club around.

As I write this, we have just concluded our September 
meeting at one of our new sponsors business’s BCF. 
It was a great night and echoed the depth we have 
in our club with not only being recognised locally but 
internationally as well. With visitors from overseas in 
attendance, life members present, HIBT winners and 
participants on hand as well as our QGFA President, the 
night was very humbling. Once again the SCGFC was 
awarded at the recent QGFA awards night with our club 
being the Champion Club in QLD. This accolade was 
topped off by Jay and his crew on Chaos being awarded 
Champion Boat in QLD and young Bryce going back 
to back and winning Champion Junior in QLD, 2 years 
running. Interestingly, the perpetual Peter Pakula Junior 
Trophy has 19 years of winners on it and 12 of those had 

Well we are off and running for the new season and 
seemed to have shrugged off winter and are focused 
on the Spring and Summer ahead. 

Never have I seen such contagious energy within the 
ranks to make it a super season, while we can’t dial up 
the fish it sounds like lots are dialing in for tournament 
season and trips near and far.

We have an awesome fleet assembled of some of the 
most skilled trailer boat crews going and our larger battle 
wagons are poised to get lots of anglers onto the water. 
Exciting times ahead as we look to defend our 2015/16 
QGFA championship. 

Already the new Sunshine Coast Waters and Qld Waters 
zones are offering reward to those that choose to fish 
in either of both regions. It really has shown just how 
different the 2 fisheries can be, Fraser offering micro 
Marlin targetable on 4kg and at the same time our waters 
offering Striped Marlin fishing on 24kg & 37kg. The new 
system already is recognizing efforts in both areas and 
it won’t be long before we see tag cards coming through 
from the Cairns Heavy season. Tim Massurit returned 
cards from Townsville comp as well after their close finish 
for runner up on The Chapel.

In other comp news Glen & Bev fished the HIBT and while 
the fishing wasn’t hot I’m sure they enjoyed the Hawaiian 
hospitality and Albert and Pauline’s judging. Fab news 
was Stephen Chow’s win as part of the Malibu USA team. 
Crossy also headed north to fish the Cairns Bluewater 
comp out of Fitzroy Island which ex Sunny Coaster (back 
in the day) Sharkey Miles took out on Levante. 

With the exciting style of fishing and micro size of Marlin 
at Fraser switch baiting has become a talking point and 
focus for boats heading north. The ability to get a cleaner 

hookup rate and the excitement of the close quarters 
bite make it very attractive. Physiologically though it is 
a struggle for many, miss a switch and you can be left 
wondering “only if we had hooks in it”. But like all fishing 
100% conversion isn’t possible and you have to stick 
to the plan and accept some don’t convert. Now as we 
head into Blue Marlin season pitch baiting will also be a 
talking point, a much trickier advocate though and not in 
the numbers little blacks present to hone your skills on. 
There’s the hot tip, start on the light tackle program and 
work your way up. 

The next big event is the Spring Shootout and we are 
so well supported by a growing number of sponsors 
and new members. This year, weather permitting should 
be a great event to get tournament season started. We 
already have commitments from a number of teams 
outside the Sunshine Coast.

Then, with much excitement we will focus our efforts on 
Hervey Bay Comp, with several boats going up to get 
amongst some of the best light and heavy tackle fishing 
on offer. 

Can’t wait for the raft ups and stories to flow!

Brently

been won by SCGFC Juniors. A true testament to the 
longevity and outlook of our club. 

Moving forward there is lots on the horizon, new 
sponsors, new members and a new season that will see 
our member’s fish far and wide while flying our flag. With 
our two tournaments, Club Marine Rally weekends, the 
Albert and Pauline Threadingham SEQ Club Challenge 
along with Fraser and Moreton trips, I am sure as a 
member you will find opportunities to participate. For 
those of our members that do not have boats or even 
those that want to ride on another boat for a day, please 
use our website forum and members only Facebook 
page to secure yourself a ride. Boats are always looking 
for crew and it’s a great way to hone your skills. 

I take great pride in being given the honour of being 
President and are humbled when you see some of the 
names on the honour board that have done the role. My 
vision for the SCGFC as President is too encourage both 
the competitive spirit that is our club whilst making it a 
family friendly atmosphere that encourages Juniors into 
the sport to one day be custodians of our fantastic club.

Looking forward to the journey,

Crossy.



treasurer s report
as at 31st August 2016

As this is my first Treasurer’s Report in about 10 years, I’d like to start off by thanking Jay for the work he has done in 
the role in the past years and the ease of handover to me this year. Personally I am looking forward to being active at 
Committee level again this coming season and certainly encourage you to contact me should you have any queries 
(Financial or otherwise).

Significant Transactions for July and August

All Income  $26,030 

All Expenditure  $24,930

Net Operating Profit $ 1,100

Financial Members:  

Financial Members: 123 Financial Members.  (Reminder to pay membership fees as now overdue)

Bank Balances:

•  Cheque Account: $25,452.21 

•  Investment Account One: $10,661.81 Matures 06/09/16 @ 2.90%       

•  Investment Account One: $20,000  Matures 08/10/16 @ 2.90%

Total cash: $56,114.02 

Trade Debtors: Nil

Trade Creditors:   $4,549.65 awaiting committee approval but mostly Spring Shootout expenses  
and last year Audit Fee

 
Regards – Craig McCulloch

the secretary
Welcome to the new fishing season! What a great 
season we had, coming away with QGFA Champion 
Club 15/16, Champion Boat Tag & Release to Chaos 
and Champion Junior Bryce Bartleson. 

We had our own successful presentation night with a 
huge congratulations to Jay Graham and team Chaos 
taking out most awards. Also special mention to Josh 
Allwood with Champion Angler and Mick Reed R/up. You 
can see the full list on next page. 

Barto and myself headed to the 78th AGM of the QGFA 
which was hosted by the Redcliffe Peninsular Sports & 
Game Fishing Club at the Moreton Bay Boat Club.  Friday 
night started with a cocktail party and a little socialising 
with the other club delegates and Redcliffe members, 
and it was good to see a good turnout and camaraderie 
between the clubs.  

The AGM was conducted on the Saturday and when 
reading the agenda it looked like there was minimal to 
discuss throughout the day.  It was a very easy meeting 
with nothing major discussed but there are always some 
great topics that we like all the members to know about.  

•   There was discussions that most of the clubs in QLD 
are finding it difficult to secure sponsorships, as it takes 
a lot of time and effort to get sponsors and also to 
ensure they see value in being part of your club.  The 
SCGFC at present has some great cash and product 
sponsors so we are in a very strong position, with a big 
thank you to Barto again.  Always do what you can to 
support those that support us.

•   There was also comments about the numbers of club 
tournaments that are hosted in SEQ and that many 
clubs do have conflicting dates.  Both QGFA President 
& Secretary stated that if clubs want to introduce new 
comps then these things are going to happen and its 
up to the clubs to assist in working it out.

•   Something I personally found absolutely fascinating 
was the fact that so much effort goes into the research 
and tagging of marlin species.  Mick Meiers (NQ 
GFAA Executive Officer) has collected juvenile black 
marlin brains, and research has stated that they can 
work out to the day the age.  As well as that QGFA 
are looking into various satellite Tags around all the 
new Port developments around the Central QLD coast.  
Research seems to be still of high priority to both QGFA 
& GFAA which is great to see.  Evan Jones (QGFA 
Conservation Officer & SCGFC member) continues to 
push hard for the removal of the Geelong Star!  Keep 
it up Evan..

Lastly a few events to put in the calendar, our own SCGFC 
Spring Shootout over the long weekend with footy finals! 
Tim & Annie have been working on our Christmas Party 
already with Saturday 10th December being locked in for 
an afternoon of festivities.

See you on the water,

Alanna Tuckwell

Precision Rods have created some of the most advanced 
blanks ever designed in the game fishing industry to date. 
With over four years in the development they represent  
the absolute peak in stand up blank technology and 
 game fishing performance, absolutely second to none.
WWW.PRECISIONRODS.COM.AU

RODS
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OF THE 
SCGFC

RIGGERS
TAG POLES



The start of the 2016/2017 fishing season has seen 
a number of SCGFC boats experiencing the great 
fishing that we’ve come to expect from Fraser.

The season kicked off in early July with Pole Dancer 
and Finatic venturing over the spit in search of juvenile 
black marlin using the bait and switch program. Finatic, 
(with Chaos crew on deck), had the first bite whilst still 
deploying teaser baits. So quick in fact, the daisy chain 
teasers hadn’t been deployed and no pitch bait was 
ready! With a lit up little black at the transom and no bait 
to pitch, it appeared one had gotten away…Commencing 
trolling again, the lit up little black swam straight back 
to the transom, was pitched a live yakka and was soon 
sporting a little yellow tag. Whilst this was going on, Pole 
Dancer had found their first hookup and subsequent tag. 
The fishing was constant all day with Finatic finishing 
with 13-12-10 and Pole Dancer with 8 from 11.

Highlights of the first day were three double hook-ups 
on Finatic and young Bryce Bartleson mastering the 4kg 
string on Pole Dancer. The end of day was well celebrated 
with a rendezvous on the back deck of Finatic.

Day 2 started with high anticipation, but after crossing 
the spit, it had become clear both the weather and 

fishing had deteriorated. The bites were still coming, but 
the fish weren’t in a switching mood. Finatic finished on 
4-1-1 and Pole Dancer finished on 1 from 6. Some more 
interesting happenings on Day 2 with Pole Dancer losing 
a marlin to a shark and Finatic tagging one without even 
hooking it! The marlin had struck the teaser bait and Jay 
Graham on the teaser rod was reporting it wouldn’t let 
go. With the fish jumping all around the transom with the 
teaser bait still attached, Ian James inserted the tag. It 
became apparent the fish’s bill had become entangled in 
the waxed thread stitching on the garfish teaser bait – a 
first for all involved!

Next up was Col and Kylie Hombsch taking Reel Action 
up for a couple for days. Their first day was one of those 
we all dream of. Putting lines in at 11am, Reel Action 
went 9-8-5 on Blue Marlin, with two to Kylie, two to Jay 
Graham and one to Neville Martens. Day two saw them 
take cover under Waddy Point with a big westerly blow 
springing up. Day three they ventured back home and 
managed to add a Striped Marlin to the tally for Kylie – 
her first!

At the end of July Raise a Bill joined Pole Dancer and 
Finatic for another weekend. Raise a Bill went far and 

wide in search of some heavy tackle action and were 
zeros on day 1. Their efforts were well rewarded on day 
two, finding a patch of fish and going 3-2-2 on blue marlin 
over two hours. Pole Dancer went light early and found 
one small black before missing a blue heavy tackle. Day 
two saw Pole Dancer fishing their way back towards 
Mooloolaba managing to successfully switch a Blue 
Marlin before spending the night on the reef off Double 
Island filling the esky before chugging home. Finatic 
went zeros light tackle on day one before heading wide 
in the afternoon going 2-2-2 with Dave Williams getting 
his first Blue and a heavy tackle Black to Darryl Lund. 
Day two, Finatic went light tackle off the 13 mile for more 
zeros, before pulling a few snapper from the bottom. The 
afternoon was spent back on the shelf with a nice blue 
to Jim Greer hooked just before lines in. The lit up fish 
was tagged after the sun had set and proceeded to give 
Darryl a proper workout on the leader!

Early September saw a crewless Finatic head out with 
just myself and Karen Attree on board. A great day was 
had going 14-10-5 on juvenile blacks with many missed 
opportunities due to being under staffed! Three double 
hook-ups were cause for loads of laughs and excitement 

a flyer @ Fraser

but the results predictably ended poorly fighting one from 
a fly-bridge. Regardless, it was a memorable day for the 
two of us.

Mid-September saw the return of Chaos, along with 
Finatic, Raising Havoc and Raise a Bill. Raising Havoc 
was first on the scene on the Friday with Dan Barker 
and Alex Fenwick teasing 11, hooking 6 and tagging 3. 
A fantastic effort fishing two up on their first attempt at 
switching. Saturday morning saw all boats on scene and 
into the action. Raising Havoc and Chaos tagging 3 a 
piece, Raise a Bill with 7 and Finatic with 10. Sunday saw 
only Chaos, Raising Havoc and Raise a Bill venturing 
back out with Chaos going 9-6-5, Raising Havoc adding 
another 3 and I missed the sched report from Raise 
a Bill. Day 3 saw Chaos go it alone with a 1-1-1 day 
successfully switching a sailfish switched on 4kg line.

I had a sneaky look at the marina “arrivals” board and was 
pleased to see a number of familiar clubs boats will be 
making their way up in October and November. With the 
Fraser season traditionally being October / November, 
expectations continue to be high for more great fishing.

All the best - Brendan Van Ras

Juvenile black caught by Karen Attree on Finatic

Dave Williams first Blue Marlin

New season off TO



Insurance is issued by Club Marine Limited (Club Marine) ABN 12 007 588 347 AFSL No. 236916 as agent of the insurer Allianz Australia Insurance Limited (Allianz) ABN 115 000 122 850 
AFSL No. 234708. Club Marine is a related body corporate of Allianz. Before making a decision, please consider the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) available by phoning 1300 00 2582.

Australia’s No. 1 provider of boat insurance 
for more than 45 years

1300 00 CLUB (2582)

clubmarine.com.au

Club Marine is a 
proud supporter 
of the Sunshine 

Coast Game 
Fishing Club
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Name – Freelance  

Make – 48ft Rivera Offshore Express.  

Owners – Jo & Grant Price  

Home Port – Denarau, Fiji.

Length – 15.4m Beam – 4.8m Draft – 1.3m

Troll – 8knts @ 30lph Cruise – 25kts @ 260lph 

Top Speed – 36.6knts @ 400lph 

Engines – Cat C18 @ 1015hp

Fuel – 5700lt 

Water – 800lt + Water/Ice Maker Genset - 18kva. 

Electronics – Furuno Sonar, 3 x Raymarine Screens,  
Flir Night Vison, Raymarine Pod in Tower. 

Shimano Tackle – 4 x 80w Chair Outfits, 1 x 80W,  
3 x 50WLRS, 1 x 30W, 4 x 30 Tyrnos Standup Outfits.  
Stella & Trinidad Popping and Jigging Rods. 

Freelance is set up for long range cruising and exploration 
fishing and is based in the port of Denarau, Fiji. The boat 
has done many trips to the remote parts of the Fijian 
Islands including the Yasawa Group, Vanua Levu and 
Teveuni Islands always catching its share of heavy tackle 
Blue Marlin, Yellowfin Tuna and Sailfish including one 
monster that went 100kg. 

Most recently Freelance embarked on an exploratory trip 
to French Island of Futuna in July of this year with Grant, 
Tony and Solo on board. Once customs in Fiji was cleared 
the 790nm trip began with a day one voyage to the top 
of the Fijian main island Viti Levu and an anchorage at 
Nananu-i-Ra Island. This part of the trip was travelled 
behind the reef with Yellowfin Tuna, Mackeral and Gt’s 
caught on light tackle 15kg. The next day was spent 

crossing the Vatu-i-Ra Channel to Vanua Levu to find 
anchorage in Basa Bay, once again with a mixture of 
light tackle fish. 

Now the boat was at the top of the Fiji Islands group it 
was decided the weather was going to be about as good 
as it gets and the decision to make the 217nm crossing 
to Futuna was made. Late in the afternoon a heavy tackle 
Sailfish and Blue Marlin were caught on the outskirts of 
Fijian waters before a long overnight passage to Futuna. 
On 3hrs helm shifts the night was long as Freelance 
punched her way through 15-20knts just of the starboard 
bow making sure the wipers had solid workout. The night 
was long and uncomfortable and in the early hours of the 
morning it was all hands on deck as the best Chinese 
interpretations were needed to work out where the nets 
of a long liner that had appeared in from of Freelance 
were set. After no sense was made and a course change 
implemented the lights of the ship disappeared into the 
distance. 

As the sun rose from behind Futuna, Freelance pulled 
into port. Being a Sunday nothing was open so a cookup 
was in order followed by a swim and a session of trolling 
the reef edges for some light tackle fun. Dog Tooth 
Tuna, Wahoo, Trevally, Job Fish and Rainbow Runners 
were caught throughout the afternoon. Monday morning 
involved a walk along the only road for a few k’s along 
the coast to find the police station to clear immigration. 
There is no boarder security here, just friendly waves, 
a grocery/liquor/hardware shop and a heap of French 
speaking people whose only English words spoken were 
All Blacks and Rugby... Once immigration was sorted 
it was off to a shed by the water to do the customs 

  Boat
Profile   



clearance, a few signatures, a handshake along 
with some pointing at the boat on the water and it 
was another job done. 

Paperwork was complete, ahead of schedule, and 
Freelance departed for day/overnight trip back to 
the very northern tip of Fiji. With the wind behind 
us the trip was not only going to be dry, but smooth 
with a pre-dawn arrival due back inside the reef. 
This was until Tony hooked a 500lb Blue Marlin 
that tail wrapped itself in 2000m of water 3 miles 
from Futuna that turned into a 2hr+ fight on 37kg 
standup. Unfortunately it had died but in Fiji this just 
means the locals are going to get a great feed so the 
fish was boated and became a passenger overnight 
back to Fiji. This however did not stop Grant from 
dancing around it as he released a heavy tackle 
Sailfish later in the day. On arrival as the sun came 
up back in Fijian waters Solo came across some 
local squid fisherman in a long boat and summoned 
them over to present the marlin to them. The fish 
was shoehorned into the little boat with 5 very 
excited fisherman who, if like most blokes, no doubt 
later told great stories of how they caught the village 
feed that day. 

From the top of Fiji it was a two day trip back to 
Denarau light tackle trolling for the usual inner reef 
species. Once the boat arrived in Fiji it was customs 
and immigration time but on a more serious level 
as they actually boarded the boat!!! Freelance used 
4500lt of diesel in total for the 790nm trip which saw 
85hrs added to the engines. She ran faultlessly and 
is now back to doing family reef and light tackle trips 
until her next adventure and Tuna Levu Classic in 
January where the team will hope to defend their 
winner’s title. 

SCGFC SPRING
SHOOTOUT
30 Sept – 3 Oct 2016

JUNIORS
FISH FREE

AN EXCITING TOURNAMENT FORMAT  
WITH NRL GRAND FINAL PARTY

FOR ALL DETAILS AND ENTRY FORMS:  
www.scgfc.com.au

PROUDLY 
SUPPORTED BY:



Dragon 
For me this has been a very unusual winter on charter, 
both fishing and weather. Things started off funny with 
no mackerel bite in May/June of the return run of fish 
from NSW. Once the water temp cooled off it plummeted 
below 20 degrees on the inshore reefs very quickly. This 
helped the early snapper bite with July my stand out 
month. I haven’t actually bagged out this year which is 
a bad sign but have had trips of 11, 12 and 13 snapper 
from both deep water on livies and shallow on the soft 
plastics. The one close reef yielded 44 snapper on soft 
plastics over a few trips plus two heads. 

Sharks are becoming a menace, not just in mackerel 
season, but now in snapper season. Some reefs like 
the Caloundra 12 mile are becoming a joke due to the 
sharks over summer. I don’t think it looks good for the 
future that big sharks are protected by green policy or 
they are a sign of nature’s imbalance but nothing is going 
to get rid of the big ones in the immediate future. They 
are also learning boat noise equals a free feed.  

Weather wise I can’t remember as much swell as this 
through winter ever. Usually I can go months and months 
of no swell and then hit October or November before 
my first swell event. Early on we had the lows in NSW 
pushing it up, now we are stuck in a pattern of SEers and 
northerlies. There haven’t been a whole lot of traditional 
winter days of 15knot SWers in the morning and glassy 
afternoons. I’ve certainly put up with a lot of 15-25knot 
SW mornings playing around on the inshore reefs on soft 
plastics. 

Bait wise all the bait has been inshore all winter. I haven’t 
seen much running through the traditional grounds to 
the Banks and Hards but have been jigging it very easily 
all year from inshore, especially sub 20m straight off 
Pt Cartwright and the 25m country off Currimundi and 
Caloundra. We are massively overdue for a run of sails. 
Our 2011 Shootout Tournament was the last big showing. 
These next few months up to Christmas are starting to 
turn into a pretty good time of year to go heavy tackle. 
Certainly anyone who has ventured out has had a fish 
on. The mahi mahi also start to run now, inshore and 
bigger ones on the shelf. If we are lucky, mid November 
we might start to see the rest of pelagics, certainly they 
should be here a couple of weeks before Christmas. 

Smithy – Out!

– By 
Robert 
Smith

Charter 
Report

Members,
As discussed at our May General Meeting the club will trial a boundary/zone change for the 16/17 
season. The committee felt a vote to change our constitution/bylaws was not a good idea and will 
instead implement the following to create a greater member benefit whilst also recognising efforts 
from skippers and anglers, state-wide.
The 2016/17 Season will see two zones that cover the whole of QLD to reward members for their 
efforts. It is IMPORTANT to remember that all fish tagged, regardless of zone, will count for our 
own SCGFC Trophies along with QGFA and GFAA Points/Trophies.
Sunshine Coast Waters Zone – Fishing between a line due east of Double Island Point south to 
a line due east of Point Lookout.
Queensland Waters Zone – Fishing in QLD waters north from a line due east of Double Island 
Point and QLD waters south from a line due east of Point Lookout to the NSW border.

Champion Angler Overall

Champion Boat Overall

Champion Senior Male

Champion Senior Female

Champion Junior Male

Champion Junior Female

Champion Tag and Release Angler

Champion Light Tackle Angler

Champion Heavy Tackle Angler

Champion Angler Other Species

Champion Angler Capture

Champion Angler Weekends

First Billfish

Last Billfish

Champion Boat Over 7m

Champion Boat Under 7m

Champion Boat Heavy Tackle

Champion Boat Light Tackle

Champion Boat Weekends

Trophies may be subject to change 
at committees discretion.

2016/17 Season  
Boundary Change

Trophy List will be awarded for BOTH Zones;

The categories Champion Angler Rally Days and Champion Boat Rally Days will only be awarded 
for fish tagged inside the Sunshine Coast Waters Zone. This falls into line with our Club Marine 
Sponsorship and their willingness to promote the Sunshine Coast region only through our club.
Regards,
SCGFC Committee



Theld each year at KONA on the BIG ISLAND of 
HAWAII. A perpective of this years Tournament and 
the RESULTS from 28 Teams fishing 1 – 5 August, 
2016. Comparison of Statistics in general on the Kona 
Coast during August... as we all know it, keeping 
Statistics during any Tournament is vital to planning 
the next one! This year we did a better job than ever 
and the result was way ahead of any in recent times.

There was the usual WAHINE TOURNAMENT preceding 
the HIBT on the Saturday and that Tournament is 
designed and always achieves its objective to be a real 
good Fishing Day for the Ladies with lots of Fun thrown  
in the ‘anything goes’ Ladies Day of Fishing Fun! and 
don’t get me wrong on this, these Ladies can Fish and 
there was a lovely Blue Marlin of 780 lbs taken on the 
‘Foxy Lady’ (always a favourite of the Teams in the HIBT). 
But in the context of things, it was not really considered 
by the Teams assembled for the big week-long HIBT. 

Sure, there were 66 Teams in the Wahine Tournament 
and a 300lb min weighin weight for Billfish, but the Rules 
are a little relaxed and the Fun poured in. Yet there were 
25 Blue Marlin T&R, up to 10 Wahoo and 2 Mahimahi 
Boated, but no Yellowfin Tuna? Everyone knows that 
you have to have Yellowfin Tuna about for good fishing 
Hawaii style.

Oh well, everyone must have tought, this week will be 
better because we will be on top of our game and we 
always do well. After Climatisation and all the preambles 
of Registration and Team Introductions and Meeting the 
Teams Cocktail with the Charter Boat Captains, it was 
finally time to get going on the Monday Morning for Day 1 
of the 57th HIBT - what a relief! and the day was not too 
bad as far as first days go and with a Field of 28 Boats.
There were 12 Blue Marlin and 5 Short nosed Spearfish 
and a Yellowfin Tuna, which did not count as a Shark 
found it before ‘Bite Me 6’ crew could get it boated in 
time. One weighed Blue Marlin of 302lbs for David Trask 
of Redcliffe Peninsular S&GFC so he had a few extra 
points on the Board, and that was from 33 Strikes and 29 
Hookups and it looked like these fish were from 250lb to 
around 120lb haha? But Malibu Marlin Club that always 
has our Sunshine Coast Club Member, Stephen Chowin 
there had 3 Blue Marlin T&R’d for the day and way in 
front on the points table!

Day 2 saw a marked decrease in successful angling 
4 Blue Marlin were T&R only. The Fish were there, but 
playing only! Between 0900 and 1100 there were 9 pulled 
hooks alone, no Yellowfin Tuna! haha. The Warm Water 
chart said where all the fish should have been and they 
were seen there.

Day 3 and a few more fish stuck-on but still only as good 
as day 1 with 12 Blue /2 Marlin from 125 to 275 lbs and 

6 Short nosed Spearfish all T&R’d the progressive total 
of Strikes 104 and Hookups 74 shows a bit more of the 
antics of these fish! Our Team from the Sunshine Coast 
GFC of Glen and Beverly Fennel scored with a Short 
Nosed Spearfish and at last had their ‘eyes open’ and 
looking for more fish. 

Day 4 and there was hopes that the Thursday would start 
producing more and bigger fish then early in the day, 
a Yellowfin Tuna was reported boated! could this be it? 
but no, only 4 more Blue Marlin between 125 and 175 
lbs and 1 Short Nosed Spearfish. The Yellowfin Tuna 
went 101.2lbs for Peter Davis from Tatapouri GFC in 
New Zealand. The Fish count went to 40 so far from 113 
Strikes and 81 Hookups! We have seen massive ‘Last 
Days’ where the stops have been really pulled out and this 
was on everyone’s mind... you can imagine the Skippers 
all wanting Stephen Chow’s Team back on board for the 
last day. It really is a big load on the Captains as it is very 
prestigious for them to win and they get the first invites 
for the next year if they win the Henry Chee Award and 
along with that, the Richard Boone Award which is voted 
secretly, each day, by the Teams.

Day 5 and the Teams are all down on the Pier early to 
have a hot Coffee and get loaded on their respective 
Boats for the last day! The fish are still there and also 
seem to be in that party mood! and would’t you know it? 
A young lady from the Family Team FANTASIA that won 
the Japan Game Fish Association Billfish Tournament 
hooked up late with less than an hour to go and we heard 
that after 30 minutes, they put the tag pole away! Ah! An 
exciting finish, as another Japenese Team tagged their 
fish estimated at 220lbs at 3.33pm; while young Kinako 
hooked up at 3.07pm she was not able to get her fish 
before 5.42 pm. Skipper Deneene Wago on ‘Bite Me 6’ 

who had the Tuna sharked on Monday, coaxed her young 
lady Angler all the way through the 2 ½ hours to get her 
Fish, notwithstanding the Families involvement. You will 
agree on how she won the Crying Towel award when her 
Blue Marlin weighed in at 301.1lbs to give David Trask 
the Biggest Fish of the Tournament and bolt Redcliffe 
Peninsular S&GFC into Second Place. There were 10 
Blue Marlin for the last day of which one was weighed.

Minimum Weigh in weight for Blue Marlin is 300 lbs and 
for Yellowfin Tuna 100 lbs.

TOURNAMENT REPORT



Total Fish was 42 Blue Marlin, 7 Short Nosed Spearfish 
and I Yellowfin Tuna; 50 Fish!

Now let’s see where this leaves us now… 137 Strikes 
and 98 hookups! sure there were other fish Boated that 
did not count such as wahoo and Mahi Mahi, but the fact 
remains that these fish were in “Party Mode” now read 
on…

Everyone gets to talk to the Charter Boat Captains and 
other wise people as well – everyone has an opinion and 
everyone will give theirs. There were 2 more Tournaments 
in September and while the Wahine was in front of the 
HIBT, there were 2 more the following weeks. As luck 
has it, apart from opinions gathered, there is facts to be 
gained from the next 2 Tournaments... no this is not a 
“they lived happily ever after” story (although the Fish 
didn’t get pierced happily after either). 9 Boats fished a 3 
day Jackpot after the HIBT and the Fish were still in the 
partying mood then and remained that way for the next 
one as well. And the opinions… Never seen it like this… 
Too cloudy… We had a lot of Hurricanes this year… 

The wind was coming off the edge of that Hurricane… 
Did you know it rained the other night?... Did you know 
the Lava hit the ocean again?... The fish are there, but 
they’re not biting (but they were!)… There wasn’t enough 
Baitfsh... Well, of course the fish were there and if there 
were no Baitfish, there would not be any fish there at 
all - 137 Strikes says they are there! It is usual for the 
problem to be contributed from more than one factor and 
it is usual for it to be intertwined with a few others, but 
as Anglers, we will always keep trying, because that is 
what we do.

If we knew all the answers – we could save a lot of 
Fuel! But it would be that much more boring and to the 
Anglers and the Charter Boat Captains that did catch 
Fish, CONGRATULATIONS, because when you catch 
fish out of a small number, your success is far greater 
and you can always quip – how did you go, Mate? Did 
you get any Bites, Mate ?

Alberto...



Members,
As the season is well and truly underway with fish up 
at Fraser, as well as reports from a few of the local reef 
fisherman of light tackle fish in some of our more local 
spots its time to get the juniors registered into the GFAA 
Junior National Tournament.  Register on the below 
website link and be in the running for monthly prizes 
such as vouchers and reels, just ask Bryce. 

See you all out there soon and at the Shootout in a 
couple of weeks.

www.gfaa.asn.au/new/index.php/junior-tournament-page

First Billfish Greg Lee

Last billfish Max Proctor

Unluckiest bastard Ben Campbell

Presidents Award Albert Threadingham

Champion Boat under 7m R/U One Way - Deano Bartleson

Champion Boat under 7m  Raise-A-Bill 
Darren & Greg Lee

Champion Boat over 7m R/U Pole Dancer - Dave McMaster

Champion Boat over 7m Chaos - Jay Graham

Champion Boat Light Tackle R/U  Raise-A-Bill 
Darren & Greg Lee

Champion Boat Light Tackle Chaos - Jay Graham

Champion Boat Heavy Tackle R/U Reload - Brent Higgins

Champion Boat Heavy Tackle Chaos - Jay Graham

Champion Boat Weekends Chaos - Jay Graham

Champion Boat Overall R/U  Raise-A-Bill 
Darren & Greg Lee

Champion Boat Overall Chaos - Jay Graham

Champion Angler Outside Zone Chloe Murray

Champion Angler Other Species Max Proctor

Champion Angler Capture Max Proctor

Champion Angler Weekends R/U Mick Reed

Champion Angler Weekends Josh Allwood 

Champion Light Tackle R/U Mick Reed

Champion Light Tackle Josh Allwood 

Champion Heavy Tackle R/U Josh Allwood 

Champion Heavy Tackle Matthew Hubbard

Champion Tag & Release R/U Mick Reed

Champion Tag & Release Josh Allwood 

Champion Angler Rally Day BJ Tompkins

Champion Boat Rally Day Chaos - Jay Graham

Champion Junior Male R/U Max Proctor

Champion Junior Male Bryce Bartleson

Champion Junior Female Chloe Murray

Champion Senior Female R/U Bev Fennel

Champion Senior Female Kylie Hombsch

Champion Senior Male R/U Mick Reed

Champion Senior Male Josh Allwood

Champion Angler Overall R/U Mick Reed

Champion Angler Overall  Josh Allwood

OUR 2015/16 CHAMPIONS
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PLEASE SUPPORT OUR CLUB SPONSORS


